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n the Sept. 4, 2006, issue of
Forbes magazine, Scotts Miracle-
Gro CEO Jim Hagedorn set a
pretty lofty goal for his compa-
ny, stating he wants 50 percent

of Scotts’ fertilizer and pesticides to be
naturally derived within three
years…this coming from the man
who heads up the largest L&G chemi-
cal company in our industry. 

Is this a reaction to an emerging
new consumer trend that our indus-
try needs to embrace to maintain
relevance? Or is it a marketing tactic
and public relations effort to reduce
the public’s suspicion of chemicals,
which Scotts feels might be a barrier
to expanding its sales base?

The Infamous Backlash
Personally, I’m 100 percent in sup-

port of environmental sustainability
and efforts to make our products
safer for consumers and the workers
who are involved in producing them.
But this also poses a major dilemma.
Our consumer also wants products
that achieve spectacular results quick-
ly, efficiently and effectively — some-
thing the use of chemicals and pesti-
cides has been able to provide. We
have conditioned our consumer to
expect these immediate results. Will
there be a potential backlash if it takes
two or more applications of a natural
product to kill dandelions when one
application of a chemical-based prod-
uct did the job before? What if it takes
two years to condition their lawns to
eradicate weeds naturally versus
applying something that chemically
kills everything in a single season? 

Sure, there has always been a
small, fringe consumer base that
bought and used “organic” prod-
ucts, but most consumers aren’t
even aware of what is in the bag or
bottle of chemical-based products (I
guess they can’t pronounce what is
listed as ingredients, so they don’t
think about what they are). And,
yes, there’s been a greater under-
standing of what phosphorus runoff
from lawn fertilizer does to our

lakes and streams and some munici-
palities have instituted legislation to
control this problem, but the fact is
consumers still want lush, green
lawns.

The Scotts Evolution
I use Scotts as an example of a

company that very likely under-
stands the risks involved in devel-
oping this “natural” strategy and
still wants to aggressively pursue it.
They see an opportunity and, as
Hagedorn stated, “We want to own
that space, if it’s ownable, and not
be painted into a box of being a
chemical company.” 

I give Scotts a lot of credit for
identifying what I believe is a signif-
icant, evolving consumer trend, see-
ing it as a new business opportunity
and having the foresight and
courage to take a leadership posi-
tion in addressing it.

Granted, Scotts has always been in
the chemical business, even if most
consumers don’t necessarily view
them that way: Scotts is typically
viewed as being in the lawn and gar-
den enhancement business. This new
direction might seem a logical pro-
gression to changing its “chemical”
image, but plant growers have
always been perceived as “natural”
by consumers. After all, plants and
flowers are as integral a part of
nature as almost anything else imag-
inable. That said, you all use fertiliz-
ers, chemicals and pesticides, fungi-
cides and chemical growth regulators
to give Mother Nature a little assis-
tance. And as a result of this help,
you’ve set a standard with the con-
sumer for beautiful plants and flow-
ers. What would those plants look
like if you had to go organic? Would
they still have the same market
appeal to core customers?

I am not suggesting we are going
to have to go organic tomorrow, next
year or within five years. But there
are some things happening over the
horizon, movements and new direc-
tions that you need to be aware of so

you can start thinking about the
potential impact on your business.

Wal-Mart’s New Image
It’s no secret that Wal-Mart has

taken some pretty heavy blows to its
image in recent years. Whether the
charges are real or just perceived,
they have still affected the company’s
corporate image. The issues raised by
Wal-Mart’s opponents range from the
wages the company pays employees
to the working conditions of suppliers
in Third World countries, and those
are just a few of the minor ones. Over
the past year or so, Wal-Mart has
ramped up its public relations efforts
and gone on the offensive to paint a
different picture of itself to the public
compared to what activists have been
saying. In some cases, it is just that,
public relations, with little meaning-
ful positive change made, just some
sound bites that could be picked up
by the media for positive press.

One of the issues that started out
as window dressing (but as Wal-
Mart looked deeper into opportuni-
ties, it realized there may be some-
thing to bring out onto the front
burner) centered on environmental
sustainability. One of its most visible
initiatives in this area is the introduc-
tion of organic foods into its super-
center stores and the use of organic
fibers in some of its soft lines and
domestic categories. Closed-loop
recycling of paper waste and energy
conservation in its physical facilities
and truck fleet are other initiatives
that are good business from a bot-
tom line standpoint, good for public
persona and good for the environ-
ment…a no-lose proposition.  

As this environmental focus gains
momentum, I predict Wal-Mart will
actively solicit new products and cat-
egories that embrace environmental
sustainability. I think Wal-Mart will
also demand current suppliers
change over to more natural, environ-
mentally friendly and even organic
production methods and packaging.
And L&G products won’t be able to
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Organics may make some of you cringe, but see what some of the industry’s
major players are doing with them and how organics just may be the wave 
of the future for the green industry.

Standard 
And Inspection
Programs
For more information on some
of the organizations working
on organic standard and
inspection programs, visit the
following sites:

Science Certification
Systems (SCS)
www.scscertified.com

SGS Group
www.sgs.com 

MPS 
www.my-mps.com 

Veriflora
www.scscertified.com/
csrpurchasing/veriflora

Florverde
www.asocolflores.org
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duck the issue either. It wouldn’t sur-
prise me to see biodegradable con-
tainers required in the not-too-distant
future as a first step. It is important to
remember, too, Wal-Mart has had
experience with the “green labels” on
plants and flowers from its European
retail operations, so I’m sure it is look-
ing at some of these, or at least key
components, as a possible model for
use in the U.S. market.

Worldwide Programs
Most of the major green labels in

Europe are certified by third parties
that set up measurable standards
and a process to monitor compli-
ance. Science Certification Systems
(SCS), SGS Group and MPS are
among the major companies pro-
viding these standards and inspec-
tion programs. 

While there are no programs cur-
rently in effect in the United States for
annuals, Veriflora is a program for
cut flower growers that is attempting
to develop a following with the hopes
it can develop a recognizable con-
sumer brand. Asocolflores, the associ-
ation representing cut flower growers
in Colombia, has developed Flor-
verde, a successful 10-year-old social
and environmental sustainability pro-
gram certified by SGS. 

I strongly suggest you take some
time to visit these organization’s sites
(see sidebar, opposite) to learn what
is measured and what is required to
gain certification; most of the infor-
mation is specific to cut flowers, but I
think you will be able to imagine
how the principles might affect
annual and perennial production.

Can We Do It?
So we have a few companies in

our industry that are taking a hard
look at developing programs to
address environmental sustainabili-
ty and social/worker issues. Some
may argue they’re doing the right
thing for the wrong reasons, but the
fact is they are taking steps to
become more active in an area
where the consumer is paying more
attention and raising expectations.
At the same time, we have con-
sumers that want superior results in
the products they purchase…
whether it is lawn enhancement,
annuals, perennials or cut flowers. 

Can we balance the consumers’
expectations for “perfect” products
with improved environmental sus-
tainability and accountability?
Maybe, maybe not. But as an industry
and as individual growers and retail-
ers, we need to start seriously think-
ing about this issue, before someone

legislates or mandates standards and
actions we cannot adhere to.

Are these new initiatives on
environmental sustainability
and/or organic growing something
that will impact you and your busi-
ness tomorrow, next year or five
years from now? I can’t forecast

spohmer@pohmer-consulting.com
or (952) 545-7943.

what the timeline will be, but this
much I can assure you of, it’s just
over the horizon… 

Stan Pohmer is president of Pohmer
Consulting Group, Minnetonka,
Minn. He can be reached at
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LearnMore
For more information 
related to this article, go to 
www.gpnmag.com/lm.cfm/gp100603

Flexibility and Control
together at last

Concise™ is a trademark of Fine Agrochemicals, Ltd.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS BEFORE USE.

Call your distributor today 

to place an order!

For a list of distributors 

or further product 

information, please visit 

Fine Americas’ web site at

www.fi ne-americas.com, 

or call 1-888-474-3463.

NEW!

The new high purity uniconazole-p 

plant growth regulator

Proven performance in major 

university trials 

Labeled for a broad range of 

ornamental crops

Highly effective at low use rates

Produces more compact and 

marketable plants

Provides longer lasting results

Improved activity on hard to 

control species

Flexible methods of application

From the makers of Piccolo,®

Dazide® 85 WSG, Fresco®

and Florgib®

Write in 790
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